[The life form concept and the use in the analysis of life cycle evolutionary strategies].
The life form is a generalized morphoecological characteristic of an animal giving an idea of the organism as a whole, its position and function and functional role in the ecosystem. This characteristic is inherent to a species or to a group of congeneric species (for applied goal it is better to use a genus, not species) considered in the framework of higher taxon (from family to type). The principal contradiction of life form concept is determined by the existence of ontogenetic stages and changes of life forms during the whole life of individual. It is usually assumed that the concept of life form should be applied only to the adult stage, thus ignoring the integral character of the life cycle as indivisible unit of selection, evolution and functioning in ecosystem. We propose that a morphologically specific ontogenetic of a given species should be used as an elementary lowest unit in the classification of life forms. Thus it can be considered as integrated internally structured morphoecological unit in time and multidimensional space of abiotic and biotic environmental factors. As an example we describe the types of reproductive strategies and classification of elementary (ontogenetic) life forms in cephalopods. We present characteristics of the life cycle of some typical cephalopod species inhabiting different biotopes and having different models of locomotion, feeding, reproduction and development.